Mersenne primes are a special kind of primes, which are always an important content in number theory. The study of Mersenne primes becomes one of hot topics of the nowadays science. It has not settled that whether there exist infinite Mersenne primes.
Introduction
In 300 B.C , Euclid, famed ancient Greek mathematician proved that there are infinitude prime numbers by contradiction, and raised that a small amount of prime numbers could be expressed in the formulation of 2 1 p  (p is a prime number). After that, many famous mathematicians including mathematical masters like Fermat, Descartes, Leibniz, Goldbach, Euler, Gauss all researched into the prime numbers of this kinds of special formulation. But M. Mersenne, the French mathematician in 17th century and founder of Institute of France, was the first one to research into the prime number of 2 1 p  formulation deeply and systematically. These kinds of formulation like 2 1 p  is named as "Mersenne number" and expressed as M p to commemorate him. If a Mersenne number is a prime number, then is named as "Mersenne prime". The Mersenne prime seems like very simple, but the calculation of it is very complex. As the increase of index p, the calculation increases more complex. It not only need advanced theory and practiced skills, but arduous calculation is needed to validate whether a Mersenne number is prime or not. People have only discovered 47 Mersenne primes in the past 2300 years [1] .
It should be noted that we have only settled the sequence of first 39 primes, while the last 8 primes left. That is, there is no other prime number p which makes 2 It is not known whether the set of Mersenne primes is infinite. But researching on the attribution of Mersenne Primes is very important for the seeking of new Mersenne primes and exploring whether exist infinitude Mersenne primes. From the known Mersenne primes, the distribution of these special kinds of prime number is either sparse or dense in the positive integer, so very anomalous. In the long-term exploring, mathematicians have advanced some kind of suppositions. For example, mathematicians like Shanks from England, Bertrand from France, Ramanujan from India, Gilles from America and Brillhart from Germany have all supposed the distribution of Mersenne primes. The common point of their supposition is that they all presented as asymptotic expression.
In 1992, Haizhong Zhou [3] , famed Chinese mathematician and linguist advanced the precise formulation of the Mersenne prime distribution: If  . The accurate and beautiful expression is made by him. Zhou conjecture has not been proved or disproved, and becomes a well-known mathematical problem [4] .
Some researchers have raised the suppositions for the distribution of Mersenne primes. In this article we would argue against the deduction and raise different views by data analyzing for several suppositions.
Questions and View Points

Questions
In 1995, based on Zhou conjecture, Suwen Chen tried to make a further discussion on the distribution of Mersenne primes [5] . In the paper he defined that: Sequence R consists of primes p which makes 2 
Then, raise doubts on item 2). we shall list the related data as following for convenience.
Attention to this data: WHEN n = 20 and R(n) = 2 203, GET log 2 R(n) = 11.10525, n/2 = 10.00000, n/2 + 1 = 11.00000; WHEN n = 37 and R(n) = 756 839, GET log 2 R(n) = 19.52963, n/2 = 18.50000, n/2 + 1 = 19.50000; WHEN n = 41, R(n) = 2 976 221, GET log 2 R(n) = 21.50505, n/2 = 20.50000, n/2 + 1 = 21.50000; WHEN n = 43, R(n) = 6 972 593, GET log 2 R(n) = 22.73326, n/2 = 21.50000, n/2 + 1 = 22.50000; WHEN n = 44, R(n) = 13 466 917, GET log 2 R(n) = 23.68292, n/2 = 22.00000, n/2 + 1 = 23.00000
The location of Mersenne primes ignored for they have not been settled when 20 996 011 ≤ p ≤43 112 609. The data listed above satisfied the formula log 2 R(n) > n/2 + 1, and item 2) in the conjecture follows the formula log 2 R(n) < n/2 + 1 which contradicts the result log 2 R(n) > n/2 + 1, so it concludes that the formula log 2 R(n) < n/2 + 1 in conjecture n/2 − 1 < log 2 R(n) < n/2 + 1 is wrong. In Chen's paper, the author presupposed that , while P(31) ≤ P(n) ≤ P(58) according to conjecture n/2 − 1 < log 2 R(n) < n/2 + 1. According to Chen's deduction, a great difference occurred on some numbers. It will be subscribed by the location-settled Mersenne primes as following.
WHEN R(32) = 756839, judge from higher probability.
Conclusions
Starting from analyzing of the known Mersenne primes, different ideas proposed about the distributional conjectures of Mersenne primes, which would be beneficial to the studies on the quantity of Mersenne primes and the distribution of its index prime p.
